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Year group

S1



S2



S3



Subject/Teacher Drama – Mrs Ladd-Smith and Mrs MacKenzie
Online activities
S1 - Work is available on Teams – S1 Drama, all pupils have been added. There are written work tasks which
can be either printed off or typed on to. These are on basic drama vocabulary and key skills which will be
useful for Drama from S1-S6. There is a prop task, instructions are in files.
S2 - Work is available on Teams – S2 Drama, all pupils have been added. There are written work tasks which
can be either printed off or typed on to. There is a prop task, instructions are in files.

S3 – Work is available on Teams – S3 Drama, all classes have been added. There is written work tasks from
Grease, our last topic, and work around our new script Dracula Spectacular. There will be further work on
National level scripts which will come out after the holidays.
There is also a list of videos which can be watched for all year groups - some on the National Theatre,
backstage and clips from actors and some about jobs in the theatre such as make-up designers, lighting
designers etc.
Every day there will be a question relating to drama, film or live theatre. It’s an opportunity to check in and
share opinions.

Alternative activities
On teams there is a sheet which describes the prop task which is to make a prop using materials found in the
house. The prop should be from film/tv programme that the pupil is familiar with. After the holidays there will
be other tasks like this which will involve making something or adapting something.
Other tasks can include downloading the BBC Sounds App on a phone and listening to radio dramas on there
from a variety of genres including the soap “The Archers”.
If pupils have siblings they can always make up their own plays!

